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ONSET OF BINARY PROCESSES:A NEW OBSERVABLE FOR THEIN-MEDIUM NN CROSS SECTION�Z. BasrakRuder Bo²kovi¢ InstituteHR-10 001 Zagreb, Croatiaand Ph. EudesLaboratoire SUBATECH, Université de Nantes, Eole des Mines de NantesIN2P3/CNRS, F-44 307 Nantes Cedex 03, Frane(Reeived November 8, 1999)The transition from the fusion mehanism to binary proesses in entralheavy-ion ollisions is investigated within the Landau-Vlasov semilassialtransport model. The threshold energy of the binary mehanism displaysa regular dependene on the value of the nuleon-nuleon ross setion andould be a right observable to determine its value in nulear medium.PACS numbers: 21.30.Fe, 25.70.Jj, 24.10.�iIt is generally admitted that the one-body mirosopi transport equa-tion omplemented with the two-body orretion term (Boltzmann's ollisionintegral) orretly desribes the bulk properties of heavy-ion ollisions at in-termediate energies. It is, however, unlear whether for the nuleon-nuleon(NN) ross setion �NN entering into the ollision integral one should takeits value �fNN for the sattering of free nuleons or aount for possible in-medium e�ets on the value of �NN . Although the role of in-medium e�etsin �nite nulei is not yet ompletely understood [1℄, one expets that, byanalogy to the results of in�nite-nulear-matter studies, one has to orret�NN [2℄. There is obvious interest in an observable that would display aregular and sensible dependene on �NN .� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1-11, 1999. (361)



362 Z. Basrak, Ph. EudesOn the other hand, around the Fermi energy the heavy-ion reation rosssetion is strongly dominated by binary mehanism (BM) [3℄: independentlyof the reation entrality, the two massive fragments, the quasiprojetile andthe quasitarget, appear in the exit hannel. The Landau-Vlasov (LV) semi-lassial simulation has also predited the binary harater of these reations[4℄. Owing to one-body dissipative e�ets the low-energy entral ollisionslead to fusion (a single old residue in the exit hannel). Using the LV modelwith the nonloal e�etive Gogny interation D1-G1 (the inompressibilitymodulus K1=228 MeV and the e�etive mass m�=m=0.67) [5℄ we exten-sively study the transition region between fusion and BM by simulatingentral ollisions of several symmetri systems. The binary hannel opensfor all studied systems (Asys < 200).In this paper we fous mainly on the light Ar+Ar system as it has re-ently been studied by the INDRA ollaboration [6,7℄. Figure 1 shows thesimulation results for the Ar+Ar head-on ollisions at two inident energies:29 MeV/nuleon (left olumn) and 30 MeV/nuleon (right olumn). At 29MeV/nuleon the system fuses although a large deformation of dinuleartype persists for a long period. This deformation, already present at lowerenergies, develops with energy and at 30 MeV/nuleon, the binary thresholdenergy (BTE), auses the binary breakup of the system. The grey saledemonstrates a weak mixing between the nuleons of the projetile andthe target, proving a strong memory of the entrane hannel and impliesan important degree of nulear matter transpareny. Neither experimentalquantitative probes nor areful theoretial studies have been performed onthis subjet so far. It should be underlined that the LV model alulationis a quasideterministi one without genuine quantal �utuations. Thus, themodel is able to provide only an average value for the BTE.The results of the reent INDRA experiment on the Ar+KCl reation[6,7℄ qualitatively endorse the LV model preditions. The most relevantresult to the present study is the behavior of the orrelation yield of thelargest (Zmax) and the seond largest (Zmax�1) fragment measured at 32MeV/nuleon. After seleting the most entral events (<0.04��rea), thefusion-like events (the large values of Zmax and the small values of Zmax�1)aount for 43 mb only. All other events ontribute to the BM (two mainfragments of approximately the same harge, Zmax � Zmax�1) representinga half of events in this subset (44 mb) [7℄ (see also in [8℄).It has to be stressed at this point that the LV equation solved for theloal Skyrme III interation fails to desribe the Ar+KCl data. Indeed, withthe sti� EOS (K1=380 MeV), the binary hannel never opens (between 65and 70 MeV/nuleon the multifragment prodution replaes fusion), whereaswith the soft EOS (K1=200 MeV), the binary hannel opens but, the thresh-old energy is as high as 42 MeV/nuleon.
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Fig. 1. Equidistant density-pro�le ontours in the on�guration spae at severaltimes of the reation projeted onto the reation plane for Ar+Ar head-on ollisionsat 29 MeV/nuleon (left olumn) and at 30 MeV/nuleon (right olumn). Theurves refer to the whole system, whereas the sale of grey shows the projetilematter density. The z axis is along the projetile diretion.
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Fig. 2. The binary-reation threshold energy for the Ar+Ar ollision as a funtionof the NN ross setion multipliative fator for b=0 (irles and solid urve), b=1(squares and dashed urve), and b=2 fm (triangles and dotted urve).The stopping power of the ollision, hene the transpareny, dependsruially on the value of �NN . Besides the free NN ross setion �fNN withits usual energy and isospin dependene, the in-medium e�ets were studiedfor the impat parameters b=0, 1, and 2 fm by varying the �NN between 0(pure one-body dissipation via the Vlasov equation) and 1.4��fNN . In eahase, the BTE was searhed for by sanning the inident energy in a step of1 MeV/nuleon. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. One observes a regulardependene of the BTE on the value of �NN . This dependene is steepestfor head-on ollisions (solid urve), but the b=1 fm ollision (dashed urve),whih is aessible experimentally, shows the same behavior. Therefore, theonset of the binary reation hannel an be used to onstrain the value ofthe in-medium �NN . A detailed study has been arried out for several lightand moderately heavy systems [9℄ proving the universality of the observedfeatures.It is a pleasure to thank Prof. F. Sébille for supplying us with the Gognyversion of the Landau-Vlasov omputer ode.
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